




Ming Da creates elegant wedding magic that fills your special day 
with remarkable memories. 

Weddings are sophisticated affairs that require a polished 
presence and easy-going nature—Ming Da brings all this with a 

smile. Ever the consummate charmer, he has performed at some 
of the world's most prestigious wedding events, dazzling guests 

with graceful humour and romance.

Every wedding is unique, and Ming Da works closely with you and Every wedding is unique, and Ming Da works closely with you and 
your planners to design completely personalized performances 

that seamlessly blend into your wedding day events. Whether you 
need entertainment during your photos, reception, cocktail 

soiree, celebration gala or stage presentations, he will custom 
create a fitting form of magic amusement to delight your guests 

while tastefully celebrating your union.

WEDDINGS



HOW MING DA FITS INTO 
YOUR WEDDING DAY

Ming Da uses his warm personality and incomparable magic to Ming Da uses his warm personality and incomparable magic to 
ensure your day is enjoyable for all guests. His performances are 

an excellent way to fill in the empty gaps in between the key 
aspects of the day, such as during photos, before or after the 

ceremony or as the party begins. Working with your wedding day 
schedule, he carefully plans his sets throughout the day to weave 
in seamlessly with events, whether it’s over one hour or several. 
More importantly, he is a seasoned wedding performer, making More importantly, he is a seasoned wedding performer, making 
him the ultimate host with a knack for bringing groups together 

in a festive atmosphere.

IDEAL SCENARIOS FOR YOUR
WEDDING ENTERTAINMENT WITH MING DA

During the Photos or Reception

Wedding photos are traditionally taken during the banquet when 
the bride and groom go from table to table to take pictures with 
their guests. As this can take quite some time and doesn’t always 
involve every table, Ming Da uses this opportunity to perform his 

outstanding up-close magic around the room. 

The Evening Reception

The Evening Reception often takes a long time to get started. As 
the dinner is prepared, guests find their seating arrangements 
and the various parties arrive, this is the perfect time to have 
Ming Da entertain the waiting attendees with his captivating 

up-close magic and refined sense of humour.

A Customised Performance for the Married Couple - A Customised Performance for the Married Couple - 
On-Stage or Close-Up

Wedding magic is not complete without a special show for the Wedding magic is not complete without a special show for the 
bride and groom. Meticulously crafted to celebrate the romance 

and celebratory nature of the couple’s union, Ming Da’s 
customized wedding performance create smiles and laughter 
around the room, ensuring all the guests and the newlyweds 

have a fond memory to cherish from the wedding. 


